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Dwight Yoakam, Aggie Theatre, Fort Collins, August 18, 2006. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

The Aggie Theatre was a sold out hot box for the much-anticipated show by country star/actor 

Dwight Yoakam on August 18. Despite sweltering summertime conditions in the crowded venue, 

the biggest temper to flare in the heat was Yoakam’s.  

 

About three songs into what turned out to be a long evening of Yoakam’s alluring rocking 

country, the singer cut off in the middle of the song and stomped off to the side of the stage. He 

came back to the mike, then launched into a verbal harangue about some video cameras he 

spotted in the audience. Yoakam refused to continue- and even left the stage- until the camera 

equipment and the operators were removed- to the jeering of the crowd, who were obviously 

geared up for the show. Yoakam even told the crowd he didn’t mind people taking still pictures, 

but the video equipment was just too much. He then kicked back into his tribute to friend Buck 

Owens, “Cryin’ Time.” 

 

Yoakam paid tribute to a lot of country music’s history- including versions of standard tunes like 

“Act Naturally” and crossover rock and roll hits like Elvis Presley’s “Little Sister.” His own 

material melded with the classic stuff throughout the evening, each song in themselves short and 

to the point, even formulaic if you get right down to it- verse, chorus, verse, chorus, short 

instrumental break, verse, chorus, maybe repeat. Each song was like a rough golden nugget that 

Yoakam and the band worked over. But the cumulative effect of presenting so many golden 

nuggets in quick succession over the course of the show was rich indeed. 

 

I have to say that I love the professionalism of a band that can kick into a set of music and move 

from song to song swiftly and easily and on that score, Yoakam’s band was class A- once the 

video cameras had been removed, that is. The chain of songs, with rising and falling tempos, 

revealed a sense of well-honed control and an expert sense of timing. 

 

But much more than songs, Yoakam and band’s sound is distinctive. It starts with a kind of 

grungy electric underbelly, a kind of lower register buoyancy that kind of scoops of the rhythm 

at key times. On top of that is Yoakam’s tenor vocals, pliant and perfectly suited to hearing 

above the instrumentation. Yoakam was especially fond of playing around with the melody lines, 

stretching lines out a little, then cut them off with a little hiccup. That they apply this to classic 

country material makes the sound even more timeless. Yoakam, it seems, is not just emulating a 

kind of country sound, he is a direct extension of it. Yoakam is, in effect, a direct musical 

descendent of Elvis Presley and others like Johnny Cash, and he did his ancestors proud at the 

Aggie. 

 

Opening was Drag the River, a Fort Collins unit that has created a regional buzz. Fully powerful 

in their own right, Drag the River’s country was a little more twangy than Yoakam’s and perhaps 

a lot more grungy. In a Fort Collins landscape with dwindling music venues, the Aggie continues 

to bring in top shelf acts like Yoakam and pair them with prominent local favorites like Drag the 



River. It was an interesting and completely satisfying combination that turned the back end of the 

Aggie into a dance floor, while the dance floor up front was packed tight with constantly 

whooping Yoakam fans. 


